ENJOY A UNIQUE LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Come and experience our

THEMED BREAKS
A package break for one or two weeks: attend our French lessons in the morning and enjoy a range of themed cultural activities in the afternoon.

OR

CUSTOM BREAKS
Create a break that meets your requirements and enjoy a unique experience that suits you. Exclusively for groups:

You choose:

- The duration of your trip*
- Your French lessons
- Your cultural activities
- Your options (accommodation, airport transfers, guide, etc.)

And we take care of the rest!

*minimum one week
Every year, our cultural team organises over 180 activities for our students. This will be the key to providing you with an unforgettable cultural experience. Ranging from heritage to cuisine, cultural tours and fun times, let us guide you in discovering an authentic and exclusive Paris.

If you want experiences that are a closer match to your interests, we can offer you a tailor-made package to reveal the secrets of Parisian and French culture including cooking workshops, unusual walks, theatre trips... you choose!

From a weekly 20- or 9-hour package of general French lessons to themed workshops, you will join our multicultural student community - see our detailed lesson offer at www.alliancefr.org.

We organise tailored French lessons for groups, you choose the frequency, the duration, the topic, etc.

Your language lessons

Your cultural activities

Your options

Airport reception and transfers, personalised support...

Accommodation: host families, aparthotels...
From a weekly 20- or 9-hour package of general French lessons to themed workshops, you will join our multicultural student community - see our detailed lesson offer at www.alliancefr.org.

We organise tailored French lessons for groups, you choose the frequency, the duration, the topic, etc.

www.alliancefr.org

Follow us!
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